[Postnatal development of conditioned reflex behavior: comparison of the periods related to the onset of the different forms of hippocampal plasticity in rats].
Fear conditioning, escape and active avoidance reactions in two-way avoidance paradigm were compared in rats of different ages. Fear conditioning, but not escape and active avoidance reactions could be acquired on the 16-17th postnatal days, and the acquisition was more effective than in adults. Escape behavior matured beginning from the 18th postnatal day reaching the adult level within the 3d-4th postnatal weeks. Maturation of the mechanisms of Pavlovian (fear reaction) and instrumental (escape reaction) conditioning did not facilitate the acquisition of two-way avoidance until the 4th postnatal week, young animals displayed low acquisition in this period. The maturation of these memory processes is proposed to be related to developmental stages of different mechanisms of hippocampal plasticity.